AWS Errata Sheet

The following Errata have been identified and will be incorporated into the next reprinting of this document.


Page 30, **Table 6.2 Recommended Shielding Gases for Welding:** Column “N” should be “N₂”

Page 33, **Table 6.4, Base Metal column:** Change “A92212” to “A92219”

Page 38, **Table 7.1 “Undercut” first row:** Revise for full length of weld to read “… 0.002 [0.05]” (three places)

Page 39, **Table 7.1 “Maximum Weld Reinforcement – manual welds,” last row:** revise [12.9] to [13]

Page 39, **Table 7.1 “Mismatch between Members after welding”:** Replace “7.3.2.1” with “7.4.2.1”

Page 42, **Figure 7.2 root side images and notes:** replace “F₁,” “F₂,” with “D₁,” “D₂” in three places